Viewpoint

Excessive Use of Technology: Can Tech Providers be the Culprits?

Seeking to assess the possible responsibility of tech providers for excessive use patterns.

The influx of hedonic online services (including video streaming, social media, video games) has created rather fierce competition for people’s attention, in what is termed the “attention economy—in which every minute of attention and engagement tech companies can “squeeze” out of users counts. To compete in this environment, tech companies, intentionally or unintentionally, have adapted practices that have capitalized on varying features of human decision making and brain physiology to cultivate automatic, and uninterrupted use.

There is a body of evidence—growing yet debated—suggesting that when some technologies are used excessively, the use can interfere with normal functioning, such as with sleep, physical activity, and school performance.

What’s more, populations such as children and adolescents may be susceptible to excessive use, although age related prevalence issues have not always been made clear. We say the evidence is debated because some studies suggest that excessive use may be related to prior mental illness rather than to the technology itself. Consequently, some scholarly groups have criticized the concept of “technology addiction.” Therefore, we use here the term “excessive use,” which reflects use patterns that are excessive in that they infringe on normal functioning of users.

The role of tech companies (mostly hedonic online service providers and app developers) in excessive use is an issue that merits further discussion and research. This issue is very timely, given the tendency to blame tech providers for many ills in our society (for example, violence and radicalization on social media and/or the role of artificial intelligence (AI) in job displacement and reduced human agency). Focusing on excessive use, as is, it is often assumed that it is the sole responsibility of users; they should have controlled their use. This is akin to a speeding driver, in which case if caught, most people will agree that it is purely his or her fault, and not the car manufacturer’s fault for affording speeding. This simplistic one-sided
view, however, has been losing ground in recent years. For example, the use of loot boxes in video games has been equated with gambling, which prompted debate about the need to regulate such tools. Similarly, a recent U.S. senate bill proposes social media providers should also take some responsibility for excessive use, and remove psychological mechanisms that reduce people’s self-control over their use.

In this Viewpoint, we seek to make first strides toward discussing the responsibility of tech providers for excessive use. Initiating this discussion is important, because it can serve as a basis for more informed use practices and interventions.

**What Makes Technology Use Excessive?**

Excessive use of technologies is not measured by use frequency, or time, because what is excessive for one person or in one situation may be normal, harmful, and even beneficial for another person or in another situation. For example, spending five hours/day on social media may benefit an unemployed job seeker, but may become excessive when this person starts working. As such, the excessiveness of technology use is typically captured by a range of persistent negative symptoms involving interference with other life responsibilities. Given there are no agreed upon criteria, prevalence rates of excessive use range from 1% to over 17%. The high numbers may result from false positives (that is, identifying individuals as excessive users when they are experiencing mundane symptoms).

**Motivation for Excess**

If excessive use of technology is characterized by persistently hurting other life domains, why would rational people engage in such excessive behavior? In part this may relate to humans’ limited ability to control very tempting behaviors, particularly under times of strain. This explanation is based on dual-system theory, according to which some people have a hyperactive reward processing system that creates strong motivations to engage in tempting behaviors, and in some cases also have hypo-active self-control faculties that prevent them from engaging the “brakes.” The use of many personal-hedonic technologies routinely activates the reward faculties in the brain, which makes these technologies susceptible to excessive consumption.

While this is also true for many other routine fun activities such as eating and shopping, hedonic technologies are unique in that they can be consumed nearly anytime and anywhere with relative assumed privacy. This has been afforded by the advent of smartphones and ubiquitous high-speed data access (at least in the U.S.). That is, while rewarding behaviors such as eating may be equally or more rewarding than technology use, they typically cannot be performed as routinely. In addition, many hedonic technologies afford socialization with large groups, beyond the physical reach of users. This can be a highly rewarding facet, and it typically cannot be afforded to the same extent by other rewarding activities. Whether these are meaningful or trivial differences remains to be seen from future research.

Both nature and nurture affect difficulties in moderation of fun activities. Regarding arguments for the nurture component, many scholars argue it is driven by the way modern technologies are designed. Tech companies fight for their survival by trying to accumulate use time and engagement, which often translate into increased in-app purchases or advertising revenues. Some worry they specifically use mechanisms that promote repeated, automatic, tempting behavior through a variable reward schedule and making behaviors easy and automatic. Rewarding behaviors produce behavior-reward associations in people’s brains, which leads to behavior seeking and reenactment, especially when rewards are obtained on a variable schedule. Tech companies have mastered the delivery of variable rewards. For example the schedule of “likes” on social media posts is variable; and the wins or content of loot boxes on video games is also variable.

That said, much of this narrative is speculative. Almost certainly, tech companies attempt to develop ways in which participants remain engaged, although the degree to which such mechanisms are harmful remain hotly contested. The proliferation of modern technology has not been linked to a visible epidemic or upswing of “addicted” individuals in the same manner that irresponsible prescribing of opioids led to an opioid epidemic in the U.S. This need not absolve technology companies from a role in protecting their struggling customers or preventing vulnerable customers from becoming excessive users. However, we argue that narratives that are overly hostile to tech companies, imply they are a primary source of overuse problems, or have sinister intentions, are likely less than helpful. In part this may be because technology overuse may sometimes be symptomatic of other issues.

**Are Tech Companies Practices Ethical?**

It is not uncommon to hear activists claim that scientists are hired by technology companies to make technology purposefully addictive. Engaging AI to choose and present content (for example, on the social media feed) that will overly engage the users can also be blamed for causing excessive use. However, evidence for such claims is still lacking. Such concerns also appear to confuse addiction (a pathological state) with engagement (a state of continued, enjoyed use, with no significant impairment). However, this need not mean that some mechanisms might not over-
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